
Hey you, nice to meet you! 

 

Thank you for your interest in Catcher on the Rhein, the student magazine at HSRW. Since you’re 

new here, let’s talk about what COTR is, what we do and how you can take part! 

 

What is COTR? 

Catcher on the Rhein is a student-created news magazine based at Rhine Waal University of Applied 

Sciences in Kleve, Germany. We are an international student-led initiative independent from any 

university administration. We publish a print edition of our work biannually, as well as periodic 

digitally published pieces. Our mission is to provide the latest updates on what's going on in the 

campus life of Rhine Waal University of Applied Sciences, in and out, as well as provide a platform 

for students to express themselves creatively.  

You can find more information about us, all our content and our previous issues at 

https://de.catcherontherhein.org/  

 

What do the contributors actually do? 

Our contributors are writers, editors, photographers, videographers, illustrators and designers at 

different levels of experience! Our content is made by students for students and there is no limit to 

your creativity. 

Our writers create a wild mix of ‘hard news’, opinion pieces and even poetry and short stories. All 

their writing is edited by our editors and accompanied by pictures or illustrations. For our print issue, 

designers are needed to create the layout design for the magazine and piece everything together. 

 

How can you take part? 

We welcome contributions from all students, no matter the level of involvement with COTR.  

For communication and the exchange of ideas we use Whatsapp, so feel free to contact us in order 

to join our group. During the semester we also have bi-weekly meetings, but because of the current 

situation we limit ourselves to digital communication.  

If you want to know more about how to write an article, there is another document in this folder 

with more information. Of course you can also always ask us! 

 

If you have questions, submissions or you want to join us, you can reach out to us via email 

infoatcotr@gmail.com, Facebook @cotrnewsmag and  Instagram @hsrw_cotr! 

 

Check out our ‘Basics of writing’ guidelines too: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Q0snmyod55_AYj4G8MLnvrLBysaG1yCBb8Lu1H6XvM8/edit

?usp=sharing 

 

 

Sincerely,  

your COTR Organizational Team: Salpi, Tim and Ida 
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